Terms and Conditions of using the baggage storage at MTP
1. These Terms and Conditions regulate the baggage storage services provided by Międzynarodowe Targi Poznańskie sp. z o.o. (Poznań International Fair Ltd.) with
its headquarters in Poznań, ul. Głogowska 14, 60-734 Poznań, registered in the National Court Register (KRS), Poznań District Court - Nowe Miasto i Wilda, 8th
NCR Division, registered number KRS 0000202703, registered as VAT payer with taxpayer identification number NIP 777-00-00-488, REGON number
004870933, hereinafter referred to as MTP.
Postal address: Międzynarodowe Targi Poznańskie sp. z o.o., ul. Głogowska 10; 60-734 Poznań
2. The storage room is operated by MTP during fairs and other events organized by MTP or co-organized with other entities on the grounds of MTP in Poznań or
outside its premises.
3. The storage rooms are located at the entrance halls or in other facilities housing fairs and other events. The storage room locations are displayed on the exhibition
ground maps, published on a fair’s / an event's website or distributed at the ticket offices and information points of MTP.
4. The storage rooms operate on the days and at the times when the fairs or other events are open for visitors. The storage rooms opening hours shall be displayed at
the storage rooms.
5. The baggage which does not exceed the measurements of 80cm x 40cm x 40cm tall (height / width / length) can be stored at the storage rooms of MTP. The
baggage must not exceed 10 kg, and its total value must not exceed PLN 1,000.
6. The staff shall have the right to refuse the baggage should its total value exceed PLN 1,000. The client who decides to leave the baggage worth more than PLN
1,000 at the storage room shall do it at their own risk.
7. The baggage should not contain / should not be:
a. valuables (e.g. a laptop, photo equipment, a cell phone, jewelry), items of artistic or scientific value, personal ID cards and other documents, domestic and
foreign monies or payment cards; the Client who leaves such documents and other valuables in the stored baggage shall do it at their own risk and
responsibility;
b. items which might be difficult to store due to their measurements or other features (e.g. glass, pushchairs, trolleys and wheelchairs);
c. items which might pose threat to third parties or their property, particularly through damage or contamination, as well as other items which might damage
or contaminate the storage space;
d. items which produce unpleasant smell;
e. weapons and ammunition, flammables, explosives and other hazardous materials, which are forbidden to be carried onto the grounds of MTP and other
premises where fairs and other events are held by MTP.
8. The storage room staff shall have the right to refuse the baggage if:
a. they suspect it might contain items which are forbidden, as stipulated in clause 7, and the person leaving the baggage shall fail to prove otherwise
b. it is faulty (e.g. the suitcase is partly open or it does not close properly).
9. All baggage stored in the storage room is subject to payment in accordance with the MTP pricelist.
10. The fee is charged prior to accepting the baggage for storage. A fiscal receipt is issued as proof of payment.
11. The Client shall be provided with a token as proof of accepting the baggage to the storage room of MTP.
12. It is not allowed to accept a few items of baggage for storage under one token.
13. In order to collect the baggage from the storage room of MTP the Client must present the token.
14. In case of losing the token it is necessary to inform the storage staff thereof. The baggage shall be released only when the person who has lost the token presents a
written statement describing the baggage left in the storage room (baggage description) and proves the right thereto providing a valid ID. In such a circumstance a
report shall be made in writing, a sample of which is annexed to these Terms and Conditions. The baggage shall be released as soon as a proper statement within
the abovementioned report has been signed and the fee for losing the token has been paid in accordance with the MTP pricelist.
15. The Client is obliged to collect the baggage on the day it was left for storage, immediately after the fair or another event has been closed for visitors.
16. Any baggage which shall not be collected after closing the fair or another event can be collected at the Wydział Zabezpieczenia i Utrzymania Terenu MTP (MTP
Grounds Maintenance Department), which operates all day at the exhibition hall 15, entrance from ul. Śniadeckich, tel. 618692232.
17. The baggage which shall not be collected within 7 days, as of the day following the day the item was left for storage, shall be deemed as abandoned property.
18. In all cases not regulated within these Terms and Conditions the provisions of the Civil Code are applicable.
19. Every person using the services of the storage room of MTP can get familiar with these Terms and Conditions at the storage room and online at www.mtp.pl.
20. By leaving baggage at the storage room of MTP the Client accepts these Terms and Conditions and agrees to observe the rules thereof.
21. These Terms and Conditions shall be valid as of 7 February 2017.
22. All disputes which may arise between the Client of the storage room and MTP, the amicable solution of which is not possible, shall be settled by a competent
common court.
23. To settle any dispute with a foreign client, the Polish version of these Terms and Conditions shall be applicable. The laws of Poland shall be applicable for the
interpretation of the provisions of these Terms and Conditions.

